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the world class national palace museum npm in taiwan possesses a repository of the largest
collection of chinese cultural treasures of outstanding quality through implementing a two
organizational restructuring and shifting its operational focus from being object oriented to
public centered it aims to capture the attention of people and promote awareness of the culture
and traditions of china in this vein the npm combines its expertise in museum service with the
possibilities afforded by information technology it this book analyses the research results of a
team sponsored by the national science council in taiwan to observe the development processes and
accomplishments and to conduct scientific researches covering not only the technology and
management disciplines but also the humanities and social science disciplines the development
process of new digital content and it enabled services of npm would be a useful benchmark for
museums cultural and creative organizations and traditional organizations in taiwan and around
the world odisha society of americas 46th annual convention souvenir for convention held in 2015
at national harbor washington re published as golden jubilee convention july 4 7 2019 atlantic
city new jersey commemorative edition odisha society of the americas golden jubilee convention
will be held in atlantic city new jersey during july 4 7 2019 convention website is osa2019 org
odisha society of the americas website is odishasociety org advances in imaging and electron
physics merges two long running serials advances in electronics and electron physics and advances
in optical and electron microscopy the series features extended articles on the physics of
electron devices especially semiconductor devices particle optics at high and low energies
microlithography image science and digital image processing electromagnetic wave propagation
electron microscopy and the computing methods used in all these domains contributions from
leading authorities informs and updates on all the latest developments in the field having hit
power limitations to even more aggressive out of order execution in processor cores many
architects in the past decade have turned to single instruction multiple data simd execution to
increase single threaded performance simd execution or having a single instruction drive
execution of an identical operation on multiple data items was already well established as a
technique to efficiently exploit data parallelism furthermore support for it was already included
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in many commodity processors however in the past decade simd execution has seen a dramatic
increase in the set of applications using it which has motivated big improvements in hardware
support in mainstream microprocessors the easiest way to provide a big performance boost to simd
hardware is to make it wider i e increase the number of data items hardware operates on
simultaneously indeed microprocessor vendors have done this however as we exploit more data
parallelism in applications certain challenges can negatively impact performance in particular
conditional execution noncontiguous memory accesses and the presence of some dependences across
data items are key roadblocks to achieving peak performance with simd execution this book first
describes data parallelism and why it is so common in popular applications we then describe simd
execution and explain where its performance and energy benefits come from compared to other
techniques to exploit parallelism finally we describe simd hardware support in current commodity
microprocessors this includes both expected design tradeoffs as well as unexpected ones as we
work to overcome challenges encountered when trying to map real software to simd execution this
book contains 19 peer reviewed papers on the subject of bim in the construction industry these
articles cover recent advances in the development of bim technologies and applications in the
field of architecture engineering and construction aec industry since the 1970 s microprocessor
based digital platforms have been riding moore s law allowing for doubling of density for the
same area roughly every two years however whereas microprocessor fabrication has focused on
increasing instruction execution rate memory fabrication technologies have focused primarily on
an increase in capacity with negligible increase in speed this divergent trend in performance
between the processors and memory has led to a phenomenon referred to as the memory wall to
overcome the memory wall designers have resorted to a hierarchy of cache memory levels which rely
on the principal of memory access locality to reduce the observed memory access time and the
performance gap between processors and memory unfortunately important workload classes exhibit
adverse memory access patterns that baffle the simple policies built into modern cache
hierarchies to move instructions and data across cache levels as such processors often spend much
time idling upon a demand fetch of memory blocks that miss in higher cache levels prefetching
predicting future memory accesses and issuing requests for the corresponding memory blocks in
advance of explicit accesses is an effective approach to hide memory access latency there have
been a myriad of proposed prefetching techniques and nearly every modern processor includes some
hardware prefetching mechanisms targeting simple and regular memory access patterns this primer
offers an overview of the various classes of hardware prefetchers for instructions and data
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proposed in the research literature and presents examples of techniques incorporated into modern
microprocessors finding new materials for copper low k interconnects is critical to the
continuing development of computer chips while copper low k interconnects have served well
allowing for the creation of ultra large scale integration ulsi devices which combine over a
billion transistors onto a single chip the increased resistance and rc delay at the smaller scale
has become a significant factor affecting chip performance advanced interconnects for ulsi
technology is dedicated to the materials and methods which might be suitable replacements it
covers a broad range of topics from physical principles to design fabrication characterization
and application of new materials for nano interconnects and discusses interconnect functions
characterisations electrical properties and wiring requirements low k materials fundamentals
advances and mechanical properties conductive layers and barriers integration and reliability
including mechanical reliability electromigration and electrical breakdown new approaches
including 3d optical wireless interchip and carbon based interconnects intended for postgraduate
students and researchers in academia and industry this book provides a critical overview of the
enabling technology at the heart of the future development of computer chips september 18 19 2017
dublin ireland key topics emerging techniques in bacteriology advances of techniques in virology
innovations in veterinary microbiology enumeration of environmental microbiology improvements in
agricultural microbiology flora in soil water microbiology futuristic innovations in industrial
food microbiology pure microbiology microbes world melioration in mycology phycology nematology
proto zoology advances in medical parasitology microbial identification physiology breakthrough
approaches in medical molecular microbiology microbial immunology infection control current
trends in microbiology vaccines anti microbials to what extent should local and regional
governments in the european union be allowed to determine their own fiscal policies this book
explores the core issues of fiscal federalism in the european context it combines theoretical and
empirical analysis in addressing such questions as what sort of fiscal federalism is appropriate
in the european community what are the dangers of more centralization what are the costs of
greater decentralization this book introduces simultaneous source technology and helps those who
practice it succeed although the book does not include all developments which would have en
tailed a much longer treatise this work is written through the lens of decades of experiences and
allows readers to understand the development of independent simultaneous sourcing the
relationships between data acquisition and data processing are discussed because never before
have they been so intertwined as in this area in addition to describing the underlying
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technologies this book also is a user guide which discusses survey design and acquisition and
decribes the sensitivities of the processing algorithms which can allow simultaneous source
technology to succeed the audience for this book includes acquisition and pro cessing
geophysicists who will work with these data as well as those who require only an overview of the
state of the art and even though they may not need the full technical details they may want to
know the limitations and advantages of using simultaneous sources the existence of minorities
will grow in most countries of the world because of sociopolitical upheaval and economic crisis
both of which result in waves of migration contributors to this volume discuss the task of
education to alleviate the problems arising from the mix of peoples of various ethnic cultural
linguistic and religious backgrounds no education system alone can create a just and equal
society and education by itself is not enough to achieve peace nevertheless educational efforts
assisted by other institutional commitments and actions are essential in order to create an
atmosphere of justice mutual recognition and acceptance as preconditions for peaceful coexistence
within groups and between people as a result of worldwide migration in reaction to wars and other
geopolitical conflicts as well as economic crisis many modern nation states consist of a mix of
people of various ethnic cultural linguistic and religious backgrounds indeed there are very few
countries that are monocultural here contributors discuss how it is imperative that multicultural
education be promoted to achieve awareness then tolerance and finally acceptance of ethnic and
other diversity within societies aap prose award finalist 2018 19 for three decades this book has
been acknowledged as the most respected scientific reference specifically devoted to marine
mammal medicine and health written by approximately 100 contributors who are recognized globally
as leaders in their respective fields the crc handbook of marine mammal medicine third edition
continues to serve as the essential guide for all practitioners involved with marine mammals
including veterinarians technicians biological researchers students managers keepers curators and
trainers the 45 chapters provide essential information for the practitioner on pathology
infectious diseases medical treatment anesthesia surgery husbandry health assessment species
specific medicine medically pertinent anatomy and physiology and global health concerns such as
strandings oil spills and entanglements of marine mammals covers all aspects of marine mammal
veterinary practice written by internationally acknowledged experts adds new chapters on
ophthalmology dentistry ethics oil spill response health assessments whale entanglement response
dive response and biotoxins richly illustrated in color throughout the new edition including
updated anatomical drawings and extensive photographs of ocular lesions provides guidance to
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websites that regularly present updated information and images pertinent to current marine mammal
medicine such as imaging and stranding network contacts discusses ethics and animal welfare the
book guides the reader through the veterinary care of cetaceans pinnipeds manatees sea otters and
polar bears in addition to summaries of current knowledge chapters provide information on those
digital resources and websites which present the latest information as it emerges in the field
the crc handbook of marine mammal medicine third edition gives a call to action for scientists to
experiment with new endeavors to engage and inspire current and future generations to care for
marine mammals and the marine environment and work together to find solutions as the most trusted
reference for marine mammal conservation medicine and for marine mammal medical facilities around
the world this book needs to be in your library this book reviews and analyzes the period in the
last half century where the environment became an issue as important as economic growth to many
people to assess the current situation and begin planning for the challenges that lie ahead the
authors are a distinguished group of individuals who have played important roles in conservation
and the development of environmental policy throught out much of the world this volume features
up to date studies of regional integration efforts in all major parts of the world especially
north america south america and east asia comparisons are drawn between these efforts and those
made in the eu where integration has progressed much further the book asks what explains the
variation in achievements what kind of agreements and institutions are needed to produce regional
integration is pooling and delegation of sovereignty necessary to overcome collective action
problems how important is regional leadership this work is a major new contribution to the
literature on regional integration and will appeal to theorists policymakers students and other
readers concerned about world developments it will also be of value to courses covering
international political economy international relations and regional integration at both
undergraduate and graduate level whaling has become one of the most controversial environmental
issues it is not that all whale species are at the brink of extinction but that whales have
become important symbols to both pro and anti whaling factions and can easily be appropriated as
the common heritage of humankind this book the first of its kind is therefore not about whales
and whaling per se but about how people communicate about whales and whaling it contributes to a
better understanding and discussion of controversial environmental issues why and how are issues
selected how is knowledge on these issues produced and distributed by organizations and activists
and why do affluent countries like japan and norway still support whaling which is of
insignificant economic importance basing his analysis on fieldwork in japan and norway and at the
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international whaling commission the author argues how an image of a superwhale has been
constructed and how this image has replaced meat and oil as the important whale commodity he
concludes that the whaling issue provides an arena where ngos and authorities on each side can
unite swapping political legitimacy and building personal relations that can be useful on issues
where relations are less harmonious written for practicing geophysicists land seismic case
studies for near surface modeling and subsurface imaging is a comprehensive guide to
understanding and interpreting seismic data the culmination of land seismic data acquisition and
processing projects conducted by the author over the last two decades this book contains more
than nearly 800 figures from worldwide case studies conducted in both 2d and 3d beginning with
chapter 1 on seismic characterization of the near surface chapter 2 presents near surface
modeling by traveltime and full wave inversion chapter 3 presents near surface modeling by
imaging and then chapter 4 includes detailed case studies for near surface modeling chapter 5
reviews single and multichannel signal processing of land seismic data with the key objective of
removing surface waves and guided waves that are characterized as coherent linear noise uncommon
seismic data acquisition methods including large offset acquisition in thrust belts to capture
the large amplitude supercritical reflections swath line acquisition and joint pp and sh sh
seismic imaging are highlighted in chapter 6 and chapter 7 presents image based rms velocity
estimation and discusses the problem of velocity uncertainty the final two chapters focus
exclusively on case studies 2d in chapter 8 and 3d in chapter 9 an outstanding teaching tool this
book includes analysis workflows containing processing steps designed to solve specific problems
essential for anyone involved in acquisition processing and inversion of seismic data this volume
will become the definitive reference for understanding how the variables in seismic acquisition
are directly reflected in the data presenting the very best research results problem solutions
and insights on new challenges in the field of dependable computing and security due to the fast
growth of the and the difficulties in finding desired information efficient and effective
information retrieval systems have become more important than ever and the search engine has
become an essential tool for many people the ranker a central component in every search engine is
responsible for the matching between processed queries and indexed documents because of its
central role great attention has been paid to the research and development of ranking
technologies in addition ranking is also pivotal for many other information retrieval
applications such as collaborative filtering definition ranking question answering multimedia
retrieval text summarization and online advertisement leveraging machine learning technologies in
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the ranking process has led to innovative and more effective ranking models and eventually to a
completely new research area called learning to rank liu first gives a comprehensive review of
the major approaches to learning to rank for each approach he presents the basic framework with
example algorithms and he discusses its advantages and disadvantages he continues with some
recent advances in learning to rank that cannot be simply categorized into the three major
approaches these include relational ranking query dependent ranking transfer ranking and
semisupervised ranking his presentation is completed by several examples that apply these
technologies to solve real information retrieval problems and by theoretical discussions on
guarantees for ranking performance this book is written for researchers and graduate students in
both information retrieval and machine learning they will find here the only comprehensive
description of the state of the art in a field that has driven the recent advances in search
engine development this book articulates and explores the realities of contemporary international
anti corruption law as corruption has increasingly become a major topic in international affairs
liu analyzes the global collaboration against transnational bribery as china s economic reforms
are increasingly articulated in a language of law governmentality and anti corruption it is
essential that scholars policymakers and legal theorists around the world understand the issues
at stake in this elegant text liu lays out the issues clearly establishes methodologies for
analysis and provides policy proposals for the years to come the congressional record is the
official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published
daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for
sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united
states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833
1873 black enterprise is the ultimate source for wealth creation for african american
professionals entrepreneurs and corporate executives every month black enterprise delivers timely
useful information on careers small business and personal finance the interventions of crisis
management during the 2007 to 2011 financial crisis were not simply responses to a set of given
developments in markets banking or neo liberal capitalism nor can those interventions be
adequately explained as the actions of sovereign state officials and institutions instead langley
argues processes of crisis governance are shown to have established six principal technical
problems to be acted upon liquidity toxicity solvency risk regulation and debt and that the
governance of these technical problems is shown to have been strategically assembled in order to
secure the continuation of a particular financialized way of life that depends upon global
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financial circulations contributing to interdisciplinary debates in cultural economy and the
social studies of finance and grounded in extensive empirical research this book offers an
innovative analysis of how the contemporary global financial crisis was governed through an
exploration of the interventions made by central banks treasuries and regulatory authorities in
the anglo american heartland of the crisis between 2007 and 2011 experimental and strategic
apparatuses of crisis governance are shown to have emerged these discrete apparatuses established
the six technical problems to be acted upon but also shared certain proclivities and preferences
crisis governance assembled discourses and devices of economy in relation with sovereign monetary
fiscal and regulatory techniques and elicited an affective atmosphere of confidence it also
sought to secure the financialized way of life which turns on the opportunities ostensibly
afforded by uncertain financial circulations and gave rise to post crisis technical fixes
designed to advance the resilience of banking and the macro prudential regulation of financial
stability thus the consensus that prevails across economics political economy and beyond wherein
sovereign state institutions are cast as coming to the rescue of the markets banking or neo
liberal capitalism conceals a great deal more than it reveals about the governance of the global
financial crisis cette publication décrit les principales décisions du conseil des ministres
depuis la création de la conférence en 1953 jusqu au 1er janvier 2003 il réduit à l essentiel les
actes du conseil des ministres et établit ce qui constitue à ce jour
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Proceedings of the 46th Annual IEEEACM International Symposium on
Microarchitecture 2013
the world class national palace museum npm in taiwan possesses a repository of the largest
collection of chinese cultural treasures of outstanding quality through implementing a two
organizational restructuring and shifting its operational focus from being object oriented to
public centered it aims to capture the attention of people and promote awareness of the culture
and traditions of china in this vein the npm combines its expertise in museum service with the
possibilities afforded by information technology it this book analyses the research results of a
team sponsored by the national science council in taiwan to observe the development processes and
accomplishments and to conduct scientific researches covering not only the technology and
management disciplines but also the humanities and social science disciplines the development
process of new digital content and it enabled services of npm would be a useful benchmark for
museums cultural and creative organizations and traditional organizations in taiwan and around
the world

Managing Innovation and Cultural Management in the Digital Era
2016-01-29
odisha society of americas 46th annual convention souvenir for convention held in 2015 at
national harbor washington re published as golden jubilee convention july 4 7 2019 atlantic city
new jersey commemorative edition odisha society of the americas golden jubilee convention will be
held in atlantic city new jersey during july 4 7 2019 convention website is osa2019 org odisha
society of the americas website is odishasociety org

Urmi: The Journal of Odisha Society of the Americas 46th Annual
Convention Souvenir 2015-06-09
advances in imaging and electron physics merges two long running serials advances in electronics
and electron physics and advances in optical and electron microscopy the series features extended
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articles on the physics of electron devices especially semiconductor devices particle optics at
high and low energies microlithography image science and digital image processing electromagnetic
wave propagation electron microscopy and the computing methods used in all these domains
contributions from leading authorities informs and updates on all the latest developments in the
field

Advances in Imaging and Electron Physics 2015-05-01
having hit power limitations to even more aggressive out of order execution in processor cores
many architects in the past decade have turned to single instruction multiple data simd execution
to increase single threaded performance simd execution or having a single instruction drive
execution of an identical operation on multiple data items was already well established as a
technique to efficiently exploit data parallelism furthermore support for it was already included
in many commodity processors however in the past decade simd execution has seen a dramatic
increase in the set of applications using it which has motivated big improvements in hardware
support in mainstream microprocessors the easiest way to provide a big performance boost to simd
hardware is to make it wider i e increase the number of data items hardware operates on
simultaneously indeed microprocessor vendors have done this however as we exploit more data
parallelism in applications certain challenges can negatively impact performance in particular
conditional execution noncontiguous memory accesses and the presence of some dependences across
data items are key roadblocks to achieving peak performance with simd execution this book first
describes data parallelism and why it is so common in popular applications we then describe simd
execution and explain where its performance and energy benefits come from compared to other
techniques to exploit parallelism finally we describe simd hardware support in current commodity
microprocessors this includes both expected design tradeoffs as well as unexpected ones as we
work to overcome challenges encountered when trying to map real software to simd execution

Single-Instruction Multiple-Data Execution 2010
this book contains 19 peer reviewed papers on the subject of bim in the construction industry
these articles cover recent advances in the development of bim technologies and applications in
the field of architecture engineering and construction aec industry
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Nominations to the Department of Homeland Security, the
Department of Commerce, and NASA, S. Hrg. 111-507, October 15,
2009, 111-1 Hearing, *. 2021-01-15
since the 1970 s microprocessor based digital platforms have been riding moore s law allowing for
doubling of density for the same area roughly every two years however whereas microprocessor
fabrication has focused on increasing instruction execution rate memory fabrication technologies
have focused primarily on an increase in capacity with negligible increase in speed this
divergent trend in performance between the processors and memory has led to a phenomenon referred
to as the memory wall to overcome the memory wall designers have resorted to a hierarchy of cache
memory levels which rely on the principal of memory access locality to reduce the observed memory
access time and the performance gap between processors and memory unfortunately important
workload classes exhibit adverse memory access patterns that baffle the simple policies built
into modern cache hierarchies to move instructions and data across cache levels as such
processors often spend much time idling upon a demand fetch of memory blocks that miss in higher
cache levels prefetching predicting future memory accesses and issuing requests for the
corresponding memory blocks in advance of explicit accesses is an effective approach to hide
memory access latency there have been a myriad of proposed prefetching techniques and nearly
every modern processor includes some hardware prefetching mechanisms targeting simple and regular
memory access patterns this primer offers an overview of the various classes of hardware
prefetchers for instructions and data proposed in the research literature and presents examples
of techniques incorporated into modern microprocessors

BIM in the Construction Industry 2014-05-01
finding new materials for copper low k interconnects is critical to the continuing development of
computer chips while copper low k interconnects have served well allowing for the creation of
ultra large scale integration ulsi devices which combine over a billion transistors onto a single
chip the increased resistance and rc delay at the smaller scale has become a significant factor
affecting chip performance advanced interconnects for ulsi technology is dedicated to the
materials and methods which might be suitable replacements it covers a broad range of topics from
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physical principles to design fabrication characterization and application of new materials for
nano interconnects and discusses interconnect functions characterisations electrical properties
and wiring requirements low k materials fundamentals advances and mechanical properties
conductive layers and barriers integration and reliability including mechanical reliability
electromigration and electrical breakdown new approaches including 3d optical wireless interchip
and carbon based interconnects intended for postgraduate students and researchers in academia and
industry this book provides a critical overview of the enabling technology at the heart of the
future development of computer chips

A Primer on Hardware Prefetching 2012-04-02
september 18 19 2017 dublin ireland key topics emerging techniques in bacteriology advances of
techniques in virology innovations in veterinary microbiology enumeration of environmental
microbiology improvements in agricultural microbiology flora in soil water microbiology
futuristic innovations in industrial food microbiology pure microbiology microbes world
melioration in mycology phycology nematology proto zoology advances in medical parasitology
microbial identification physiology breakthrough approaches in medical molecular microbiology
microbial immunology infection control current trends in microbiology vaccines anti microbials

Advanced Interconnects for ULSI Technology 2017-09-18
to what extent should local and regional governments in the european union be allowed to
determine their own fiscal policies this book explores the core issues of fiscal federalism in
the european context it combines theoretical and empirical analysis in addressing such questions
as what sort of fiscal federalism is appropriate in the european community what are the dangers
of more centralization what are the costs of greater decentralization

Proceedings of 46th World Congress on Microbiology 2017
2005-08-03
this book introduces simultaneous source technology and helps those who practice it succeed
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although the book does not include all developments which would have en tailed a much longer
treatise this work is written through the lens of decades of experiences and allows readers to
understand the development of independent simultaneous sourcing the relationships between data
acquisition and data processing are discussed because never before have they been so intertwined
as in this area in addition to describing the underlying technologies this book also is a user
guide which discusses survey design and acquisition and decribes the sensitivities of the
processing algorithms which can allow simultaneous source technology to succeed the audience for
this book includes acquisition and pro cessing geophysicists who will work with these data as
well as those who require only an overview of the state of the art and even though they may not
need the full technical details they may want to know the limitations and advantages of using
simultaneous sources

Fiscal Federalism in the European Union 2020-12-31
the existence of minorities will grow in most countries of the world because of sociopolitical
upheaval and economic crisis both of which result in waves of migration contributors to this
volume discuss the task of education to alleviate the problems arising from the mix of peoples of
various ethnic cultural linguistic and religious backgrounds no education system alone can create
a just and equal society and education by itself is not enough to achieve peace nevertheless
educational efforts assisted by other institutional commitments and actions are essential in
order to create an atmosphere of justice mutual recognition and acceptance as preconditions for
peaceful coexistence within groups and between people as a result of worldwide migration in
reaction to wars and other geopolitical conflicts as well as economic crisis many modern nation
states consist of a mix of people of various ethnic cultural linguistic and religious backgrounds
indeed there are very few countries that are monocultural here contributors discuss how it is
imperative that multicultural education be promoted to achieve awareness then tolerance and
finally acceptance of ethnic and other diversity within societies

Simultaneous Source Seismic Acquisition 2003-05-30
aap prose award finalist 2018 19 for three decades this book has been acknowledged as the most
respected scientific reference specifically devoted to marine mammal medicine and health written
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by approximately 100 contributors who are recognized globally as leaders in their respective
fields the crc handbook of marine mammal medicine third edition continues to serve as the
essential guide for all practitioners involved with marine mammals including veterinarians
technicians biological researchers students managers keepers curators and trainers the 45
chapters provide essential information for the practitioner on pathology infectious diseases
medical treatment anesthesia surgery husbandry health assessment species specific medicine
medically pertinent anatomy and physiology and global health concerns such as strandings oil
spills and entanglements of marine mammals covers all aspects of marine mammal veterinary
practice written by internationally acknowledged experts adds new chapters on ophthalmology
dentistry ethics oil spill response health assessments whale entanglement response dive response
and biotoxins richly illustrated in color throughout the new edition including updated anatomical
drawings and extensive photographs of ocular lesions provides guidance to websites that regularly
present updated information and images pertinent to current marine mammal medicine such as
imaging and stranding network contacts discusses ethics and animal welfare the book guides the
reader through the veterinary care of cetaceans pinnipeds manatees sea otters and polar bears in
addition to summaries of current knowledge chapters provide information on those digital
resources and websites which present the latest information as it emerges in the field the crc
handbook of marine mammal medicine third edition gives a call to action for scientists to
experiment with new endeavors to engage and inspire current and future generations to care for
marine mammals and the marine environment and work together to find solutions as the most trusted
reference for marine mammal conservation medicine and for marine mammal medical facilities around
the world this book needs to be in your library

Education of Minorities and Peace Education in Pluralistic
Societies 2011
this book reviews and analyzes the period in the last half century where the environment became
an issue as important as economic growth to many people to assess the current situation and begin
planning for the challenges that lie ahead the authors are a distinguished group of individuals
who have played important roles in conservation and the development of environmental policy
throught out much of the world
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Nominations of Erroll G. Southers and Daniel I. Gordon 2018-03-20
this volume features up to date studies of regional integration efforts in all major parts of the
world especially north america south america and east asia comparisons are drawn between these
efforts and those made in the eu where integration has progressed much further the book asks what
explains the variation in achievements what kind of agreements and institutions are needed to
produce regional integration is pooling and delegation of sovereignty necessary to overcome
collective action problems how important is regional leadership this work is a major new
contribution to the literature on regional integration and will appeal to theorists policymakers
students and other readers concerned about world developments it will also be of value to courses
covering international political economy international relations and regional integration at both
undergraduate and graduate level

CRC Handbook of Marine Mammal Medicine 2008-06-04
whaling has become one of the most controversial environmental issues it is not that all whale
species are at the brink of extinction but that whales have become important symbols to both pro
and anti whaling factions and can easily be appropriated as the common heritage of humankind this
book the first of its kind is therefore not about whales and whaling per se but about how people
communicate about whales and whaling it contributes to a better understanding and discussion of
controversial environmental issues why and how are issues selected how is knowledge on these
issues produced and distributed by organizations and activists and why do affluent countries like
japan and norway still support whaling which is of insignificant economic importance basing his
analysis on fieldwork in japan and norway and at the international whaling commission the author
argues how an image of a superwhale has been constructed and how this image has replaced meat and
oil as the important whale commodity he concludes that the whaling issue provides an arena where
ngos and authorities on each side can unite swapping political legitimacy and building personal
relations that can be useful on issues where relations are less harmonious
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Foundations of Environmental Sustainability 2005
written for practicing geophysicists land seismic case studies for near surface modeling and
subsurface imaging is a comprehensive guide to understanding and interpreting seismic data the
culmination of land seismic data acquisition and processing projects conducted by the author over
the last two decades this book contains more than nearly 800 figures from worldwide case studies
conducted in both 2d and 3d beginning with chapter 1 on seismic characterization of the near
surface chapter 2 presents near surface modeling by traveltime and full wave inversion chapter 3
presents near surface modeling by imaging and then chapter 4 includes detailed case studies for
near surface modeling chapter 5 reviews single and multichannel signal processing of land seismic
data with the key objective of removing surface waves and guided waves that are characterized as
coherent linear noise uncommon seismic data acquisition methods including large offset
acquisition in thrust belts to capture the large amplitude supercritical reflections swath line
acquisition and joint pp and sh sh seismic imaging are highlighted in chapter 6 and chapter 7
presents image based rms velocity estimation and discusses the problem of velocity uncertainty
the final two chapters focus exclusively on case studies 2d in chapter 8 and 3d in chapter 9 an
outstanding teaching tool this book includes analysis workflows containing processing steps
designed to solve specific problems essential for anyone involved in acquisition processing and
inversion of seismic data this volume will become the definitive reference for understanding how
the variables in seismic acquisition are directly reflected in the data

Annual Report of the Marine Mammal Commission 1970
presenting the very best research results problem solutions and insights on new challenges in the
field of dependable computing and security

Resources in Education 1970
due to the fast growth of the and the difficulties in finding desired information efficient and
effective information retrieval systems have become more important than ever and the search
engine has become an essential tool for many people the ranker a central component in every
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search engine is responsible for the matching between processed queries and indexed documents
because of its central role great attention has been paid to the research and development of
ranking technologies in addition ranking is also pivotal for many other information retrieval
applications such as collaborative filtering definition ranking question answering multimedia
retrieval text summarization and online advertisement leveraging machine learning technologies in
the ranking process has led to innovative and more effective ranking models and eventually to a
completely new research area called learning to rank liu first gives a comprehensive review of
the major approaches to learning to rank for each approach he presents the basic framework with
example algorithms and he discusses its advantages and disadvantages he continues with some
recent advances in learning to rank that cannot be simply categorized into the three major
approaches these include relational ranking query dependent ranking transfer ranking and
semisupervised ranking his presentation is completed by several examples that apply these
technologies to solve real information retrieval problems and by theoretical discussions on
guarantees for ranking performance this book is written for researchers and graduate students in
both information retrieval and machine learning they will find here the only comprehensive
description of the state of the art in a field that has driven the recent advances in search
engine development

Research in Education 2016-12-05
this book articulates and explores the realities of contemporary international anti corruption
law as corruption has increasingly become a major topic in international affairs liu analyzes the
global collaboration against transnational bribery as china s economic reforms are increasingly
articulated in a language of law governmentality and anti corruption it is essential that
scholars policymakers and legal theorists around the world understand the issues at stake in this
elegant text liu lays out the issues clearly establishes methodologies for analysis and provides
policy proposals for the years to come

Comparative Regional Integration 1996
the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united
states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began
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publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and
proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress
1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

46th Annual Excursion of the Sandwich Historical Society 1968
black enterprise is the ultimate source for wealth creation for african american professionals
entrepreneurs and corporate executives every month black enterprise delivers timely useful
information on careers small business and personal finance

日本研究・京都会議 1989
the interventions of crisis management during the 2007 to 2011 financial crisis were not simply
responses to a set of given developments in markets banking or neo liberal capitalism nor can
those interventions be adequately explained as the actions of sovereign state officials and
institutions instead langley argues processes of crisis governance are shown to have established
six principal technical problems to be acted upon liquidity toxicity solvency risk regulation and
debt and that the governance of these technical problems is shown to have been strategically
assembled in order to secure the continuation of a particular financialized way of life that
depends upon global financial circulations contributing to interdisciplinary debates in cultural
economy and the social studies of finance and grounded in extensive empirical research this book
offers an innovative analysis of how the contemporary global financial crisis was governed
through an exploration of the interventions made by central banks treasuries and regulatory
authorities in the anglo american heartland of the crisis between 2007 and 2011 experimental and
strategic apparatuses of crisis governance are shown to have emerged these discrete apparatuses
established the six technical problems to be acted upon but also shared certain proclivities and
preferences crisis governance assembled discourses and devices of economy in relation with
sovereign monetary fiscal and regulatory techniques and elicited an affective atmosphere of
confidence it also sought to secure the financialized way of life which turns on the
opportunities ostensibly afforded by uncertain financial circulations and gave rise to post
crisis technical fixes designed to advance the resilience of banking and the macro prudential
regulation of financial stability thus the consensus that prevails across economics political
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economy and beyond wherein sovereign state institutions are cast as coming to the rescue of the
markets banking or neo liberal capitalism conceals a great deal more than it reveals about the
governance of the global financial crisis

News for Farmer Cooperatives 2002
cette publication décrit les principales décisions du conseil des ministres depuis la création de
la conférence en 1953 jusqu au 1er janvier 2003 il réduit à l essentiel les actes du conseil des
ministres et établit ce qui constitue à ce jour

Future Energy Conferences and Symposia 1994-07

List of U.S. Army Research Institute Research and Technical
Publications 1994

State 1958

Newsletter 2009-10-30

The Japanese journal of veterinary science 2021-06-30

Unveiling the Whale 2016-06-28
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Land Seismic Case Studies for Near-Surface Modeling and
Subsurface Imaging 2011-04-29

2016 46th Annual IEEE IFIP International Conference on Dependable
Systems and Networks (DSN) 2005*

Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval 2018-09-18

Proceedings of the 46th Annual Conference 2005 1967

The Global Collaboration against Transnational Corruption 1987-07

Congressional Record 2014-12-12

Black Enterprise 1996

Liquidity Lost 1994

全国学術研究団体総覽 2003-11-27
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Publications of the Geological Survey

Principal Acts of the ECMT 1953-2003
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